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Abstract This article presents an overview of the sleep paralysis experience
from both a cultural and a historical perspective. The robust, complex
phenomenological pattern that represents the subjective experience of sleep
paralysis is documented and illustrated. Examples are given showing that,
for a majority of subjects, sleep paralysis is taken to be a kind of spiritual
experience. This is, in part, because of the very common perception of a
non-physical ‘threatening presence’ that is part of the event. Examples from
various cultures, including mainstream contemporary America which has
no widely known tradition about sleep paralysis, are used to show that the
complex pattern and spiritual interpretation are not dependent on cultural
models or prior learning. This is dramatically contrary to conventional
explanations of apparently ‘direct’ spiritual experiences, explanations that
are summed up as the ‘Cultural Source Hypothesis.’ This aspect of sleep
paralysis was not recognized through most of the twentieth century. The
article examines the way that conventional modern views of spiritual
experience, combined with medical ideas that labeled ‘direct’ spiritual
experiences as psychopathological, and mainstream religious views of such
experiences as heretical if not pathological, suppressed the report and
discussion of these experiences in modern society. These views have resulted
in confusion in the scientific literature on sleep paralysis with regard to its
prevalence and core features. The article also places sleep paralysis in the
context of other ‘direct’ spiritual experiences and offers an ‘Experiential
Theory’ of cross-culturally distributed spiritual experiences.
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Sleep paralysis (SP) represents a major source of distress to many people,
but its prevalence was dramatically underestimated until very recently.
Most of those who experienced SP and who wanted help received none or
received inappropriate treatment because of misdiagnosis. Even today,
many SP sufferers have difficulty finding knowledgeable physicians who
recognize their SP episodes and who can provide them with useful infor-
mation and treatment. I am interested in improving the description of SP,
the assessment of its prevalence, the understanding of its neurophysiology,
and in helping those to whom it is a burden. But my efforts in this regard
have gone in a direction different from that pursued by most clinicians.
My central research interest has been to inquire into the reasons why SP
has proven so difficult to recognize and manage within medicine. These
reasons are to be found in the strong tendency for SP to be experienced as
a kind of spiritual experience, and in the tension between spiritual experi-
ence and modern medicine, and modern views of spirituality and religion
in general.

In the modern view, spiritual belief is essentially metaphysical, it does not
rest on evidence and does not have an empirical base. This is the secular
view and it is rooted in the understanding of science that emerged from the
Enlightenment. But by the late twentieth century this view had even come
to be widely shared in modern theology, where faith rather than reason is
generally held as the core of authentic religion and, therefore, spirituality.
This is, in fact, the core of the modern distinction between religion and
science. But in most religions of the world, and for a majority of Ameri-
cans, according to much survey research, there is a strong belief that many
spiritual beliefs are warranted by spiritual experiences. For the skeptic,
spiritual experiences are considered either ordinary experiences, such as
dreams or coincidences, spiritually interpreted, or extraordinary (but
natural) experiences caused by spiritual belief and practice, such as fasting,
meditation or ecstatic worship services. In both cases, the spiritual attri-
bution comes from prior spiritual belief, so that a well-educated, modern
non-believer having the same experience would not consider it the direct
perception of a spiritual reality or as evidence supporting a spiritual belief.
Therefore, the believer’s claim to evidence is circular: experience supports
belief only as a result of the belief already held. Since at least the nineteenth
century most claims to have had uniquely spiritual experiences, such as
mystical experiences or ‘seeing spirits,’ have been considered either the
product of a particular minority cultural context or of psychopathology.
The following quote from DSM-IV provides a case in point:
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A clinician who is unfamiliar with the nuances of an individual’s cultural
frame of reference may incorrectly judge as psychopathology those normal
variations in behavior, belief, or experience that are particular to the
individual’s culture. E.g. . . . hearing or seeing a deceased relative during
bereavement may be misdiagnosed as manifestations of a Psychotic
Disorder. (American Psychiatric Association, 2000, p. xxxiv)

The work of thanatologists, beginning with Dewi Rees in 1971, has shown
that these encounters are common among bereaved person regardless of
cultural background, and they are not symptomatic of either psychological
distress or illness. Yet in mainstream modern society the stigma of psycho-
pathology remains so associated with such experiences that those who
have them are afraid to disclose them, despite their generally consoling
quality (Barbato, Blunden, Reid, Irwin, & Rodriquez, 1999). As a result the
absence of personal reports of these experiences gives the misleading
impression that they do not occur in the mainstream, normal American
population.

SP, similarly prevalent but infrequently disclosed, provides an even more
dramatic domain in which to question the accuracy of the modern view
of spiritual experience. Modern American culture does include well know
references to the perception of spirits of the dead, but general knowledge
of the experience of awakening paralyzed in the company of a threatening
presence is practically absent from American culture. Yet the SP experi-
ences of modern Americans often contain features that most would associ-
ate with pre-modern belief systems involving demons and ghosts. These
experiences are compellingly real – not only that the experience has ‘really
happened’, but that it really represents a perception of objective reality –
and often produce spiritual beliefs rather than being produced by such
beliefs, even among persons not previously inclined to such beliefs. What
concerns me in this is not whether the experiences are objectively real and
the common associated beliefs true, but whether the conviction that they
are ‘real’ and true is understandable as reasoned rather than as a conse-
quence of thought disorder, lack of education or immersion in a believing
culture. If this is the case, as it now appears to be, then the study of sleep
paralysis can provide an important guide to the study of spiritual experi-
ence in general.

The possibility that psychologically normal, mainstream modern
persons make reasoned use of dramatic, uniquely spiritual experiences as
a basis for spiritual belief is contrary to practically all modern theories of
spiritual and religious belief, and it is a central issue in contemporary
society that bears on culturally appropriate medical care, proper diagnosis
and the relationship of western society to other cultures throughout the
world. It is with this that the current article is primarily concerned. What
we call sleep paralysis has some major advantages over other, better-known
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spiritual experiences for the investigation of this topic: the experience
appears to occur in all populations, it is well known in some cultures but
practically absent from others – that is, experienced but absent from the
language and cultural record – and quite a bit is now known about its
neurophysiology.

In 1931, Ernest Jones said that understanding SP – though he lacked the
modern term and physiological understanding – ‘would in my opinion
entail consequences, both scientific and social, to which the term momen-
tous might well be applied. What is at issue is nothing less than the very
meaning of religion itself ’ (p. 60). Jones had in mind the psychoanalytic
claim that religion is essentially pathological. My own view of the func-
tionality of religion is opposite to Jones’, but I agree with him that SP has
profound importance for our understanding of spiritual belief.

A Nameless Experience in Seattle

Hufford: Do you know a name for what happened to you?
Jane: I didn’t even know there was a name for these experiences until I
described the most recent one to Lawrence and he told me it was called ‘sleep
paralysis.’ . . . This last event happened in mid-April (1989). I was awakened
at approximately 3:30 a.m. by the sound of my apartment door slamming
shut. This could not have happened because, as I said, I always lock and bolt
the door before I go to bed. So, this woke me up . . . My friend, Steve, was
asleep at my apartment, on the floor, on the other side of my coffee table. I
was lying on my right with my back to him. Though I could not move to
look over and see if he was there, I could hear him breathing deeply – kind
of softly snoring. I was really afraid because of the awful sense of presence
that was there. This sense of presence is much more intense than, say,
knowing that Steve was there. . . . I couldn’t see ‘it’ partly because I couldn’t
move my head around and look – but I could sense it moving around the
room we were in. I was wide awake. There wasn’t any noise except the sound
of Steve snoring. I remember knowing that I’d better make damn sure this
thing did not discover that I was awake. About 15 minutes passed when I
sensed very strongly that whatever it was, it was over near Steve. It was over
near his feet and about 1 foot from the back of my head. I just dreaded Steve
waking up and shrieking or something . . . I had no idea what type of reper-
cussions would come of that . . . I just hoped he’d stay asleep. I didn’t know
what the ‘thing’ was doing, but at one point, I dared to look out of the corner
of my eye (as well as I could) to see what was going on over there. I saw it.
‘It’ was just a blob – about 4 feet tall, and sepia colored. The color was the
same as the light brown drawing paper that architects use. It appeared to be
bent over Steve’s feet or lower legs. That was enough for me. I quit looking.
I was afraid ‘It’ would catch me looking or something. This went on for
about 8 minutes, then I knew it was coming over to me. I remember cringing
and then trying to relax my eyes so that I appeared to be sleeping. Again,
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the ‘telepathy’ – I knew this thing was going to touch me. I felt it coming.
About 1 minute after I thought that, I felt a pressure on my shoulder and
back – like somebody had their hands there. Then this pressure went from
my shoulder and dragged all the way down to my feet. Like one steady, heavy
caress from my shoulder/back to my feet. Like they were looking for some-
thing. There was nothing sensual about it at all. At least not from my stand-
point. It didn’t feel like it was meant to be sexual. This happened twice. One
long, heavy caress and then another – like it was feeling the shape of my
body or something – I don’t know. There was no body heat from the thing.
Weird. I was concentrating on looking natural and asleep.

After this, it went back over to where Steve was sleeping. I didn’t even try
to look over there this time. To be honest, I didn’t care what it did now – I
just wanted this thing away from me – yeah, eat Steve! When this thing was
dragging its ‘hands’ down my body it was not a comforting feeling. It was
exactly the same kind of feeling you get when someone you find absolutely
repulsive wants a hug.

The thing was over near Steve for probably another 15 minutes and then
it was just gone. I was freaked out. I didn’t wake Steve up to tell him about
it, but now that I could move I sat up and looked over there. He was fast
asleep flat on his stomach. I tossed and turned the rest of the . . . I had to go
to work the next day. Boy, did I feel the effects of being awake half the night.

(Hufford, unpublished transcript)

The ‘awful sense of presence’ Jane felt was powerfully described by a friend
of William James, and quoted by James in The Varieties of Religious Experi-
ence (1902, p. 59), in Lecture III, ‘The Reality of the Unseen’:

It was about September of 1884 . . . . Suddenly I felt something come into
the room and stay close to my bed. It remained only a minute or two. I did
not recognize it by any ordinary sense, and yet there was a horrible
‘sensation’ connected with it. It stirred something more at the roots of my
being than any ordinary perception. The feeling had something of the
quality of a very large tearing vital pain spreading chiefly over the chest, but
within the organism – and yet the feeling was not pain so much as abhor-
rence. At all events, something was present with me, and I knew its presence
far more surely than I had ever known the presence of any fleshly living
creature. I was conscious of its departure as of its coming; an almost instan-
taneously swift going through the door, and the ‘horrible sensation’
disappeared.

This sensation of presence is one of several features of Jane’s experience
that are typical of what sleep researchers call sleep paralysis, and that
comprise a remarkably complex pattern found all over the world. A pattern
that sounds like a folktale, a story from a pre-modern society where evil
spirits are a part of daily conversation, but a pattern that turns out to be
equally common in nineteenth century Boston and twentieth century
Seattle.
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In Newfoundland they call it ‘the Old Hag,’ an old English term for
witch. They say that bad people who know how can hag you. The person
who is paralyzed is ridden by a hag – they are ‘hag rid,’ the origin of the
term haggard – and one who has the experience repeatedly does rapidly
become haggard! (Hufford, 1982, pp. 54–55) It is the hag on you that
causes the pressure, sometimes a crushing sensation at the chest. In older
English they called it the mare, from the Anglo-Saxon root merran, ‘to
crush.’ And eventually the nightmare, the crusher who comes in the night.
But in the modern world we call it sleep paralysis. These very different
terms, and the da chor (Tobin & Friedman, 1983), dab coj, poj ntxoog
(Munger, 1986), or dab tsog (Adler, 1991) in Southeast Asia, the sitting
ghost or bei Guai chaak (being pressed by a ghost) (Emmons, 1982) in
China, kanashibari in Japan, the Mara (Tillhagen, 1969) of Sweden, and
many more from around the world and throughout history refer to the
same event characterized by paralysis and the conviction of wakefulness
before or emerging from sleep. These terms and their accompanying
cultural frames include a variety of other details such as the ‘awful
presence,’ soft shuffling footsteps, the ‘dark man’ or misty presence, as well
as ways of preventing these attacks with prayers and sacred substances. But
the cultural frame constructed in the world of modern sleep research has
been different, at least until the recent development of culturally aware
studies such as those found in this journal. The SP frame is as complex as
those found in belief traditions around the world, but it has been filled
with physiological features and impoverished in subjective detail.

When I first encountered the Old Hag tradition in Newfoundland in
1971, none of these features was established as part of SP. As a result it took
me a full year to satisfy myself that the sleep research term ‘sleep paralysis’
and the Newfoundland term ‘the Old Hag’ refer to the same event,
although they do not ‘mean the same thing.’ This difficulty proved instruc-
tive. Apparent discrepancies between the Old Hag and SP turned out to be
cultural artifacts, but artifacts of modern, ‘mainstream’ western culture,
not artifacts of Newfoundland folklore. At the time, only two American
psychiatrists, Sim Liddon (1967) and Jerome Schneck (1952, 1969), had
suggested that SP might be associated historically with what Liddon called
‘superstitious beliefs.’ As far as I know, my linking of Newfoundland’s Old
Hag to SP (Hufford, 1976) was the first specific supernatural belief to be
so connected. Through a survey of students at Memorial University in St.
John’s, Newfoundland carried out in 1971, I found that about 50% were
familiar with the tradition that described the Old Hag as an experience
with the following features: (i) awakening, (ii) hearing and/or seeing some-
thing come into the room and approach the bed; (iii) being pressed on the
chest or strangled; and (iv) being unable to move or cry out (Hufford,
1982, pp. 10–11).
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The victim was said almost always to be lying on her or his back. Despite
the local term ‘Old Hag,’ the attacker could be perceived as male or female
or of unknown gender. In this sample of 100 university students I found a
prevalence of 23%. This high prevalence and the complex pattern involv-
ing a spectral attacker hampered my efforts to establish the connection to
sleep paralysis.

At the time, SP was still considered by many authors to be characteristi-
cally a symptom of narcolepsy. But it scarcely seemed plausible to me that
narcolepsy, with a reported prevalence of 0.07% in the general population
(Soldatos, Kales, & Cadieux, 1978) could occur in almost a quarter of
Newfoundland university students! This inconsistency was not evident in
the sleep literature, because the prevalence of SP itself was grossly under-
estimated at the time. In 1979 the Sleep Disorders Classification Commit-
tee’s ‘Diagnostic Classification of Sleep Arousal Disorders,’ using ‘familial
sleep paralysis’ to refer to SP without narcolepsy, stated the following:
‘Surveys of normal individuals have identified sleep paralysis in 3–6 percent
of respondents, but this figure is far too high’ (p. 110). The authors suggested
that undiagnosed narcolepsy and other disorders had inflated the figure.

The lack of detailed descriptions of subjective features in the SP litera-
ture further obscured the Old Hag–SP connection. Only the inability to
move, associated with waking or falling asleep, was consistently reported.
Yasuo Hishikawa’s description is typical in adding to paralysis only the
comment that ‘Occasionally sleep paralysis is accompanied or just
preceded by vivid and terrifying hallucinations’ (1976, p. 97). The ambigu-
ous descriptor ‘terrifying hallucination’ did not allow recognition of the
characteristic SP pattern.

Both the large error in estimated prevalence and the absence of subjec-
tive detail in the SP research literature were related to the complex lexical
and social processes that govern the reporting of dramatic spiritual experi-
ences in modern society. Before continuing, a word needs to be said abut
how I am using the term spiritual, and why I call SP a spiritual experience.
It should come as no surprise that spiritual derives from the word spirit.
Although that word has come to mean a great many different things in
contemporary English, from ‘team spirit’ to ‘the spirit of democracy’ to ‘the
Holy Spirit’ to ‘wines and spirits,’ it retains its core historical connotations
in popular speech.

Spiritual 1. Of, pertaining to, or affecting the spirit or soul, esp. from a
religious aspect. (The New Shorter Oxford English Dictionary, 1993, p. 2990)

Spirit breath; the soul, a ghost, enthusiasm, liveliness, spirituous liquor.
(F.-L.) The lit. sense is ‘breath,’ but the word is hardly to be found in this
sense in English. (Skeat, Etymological Dictionary of the English Language,
1909, p. 589)
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In all cultures and throughout history most people have believed that
spirits – disembodied intelligences – exist and interact with humans.
Exactly what spirits there are, their natures and behaviors, vary from
culture to culture and over time, although there are recognizable patterns
of belief that are practically universal. Spirit belief encompasses a broad
range from theological ideas about God and the fate of human souls, to
beliefs concerning angels, jinn, and demons. Spirit beliefs are found in all
cultures, including Buddhist traditions that are frequently said to be athe-
istic (a very problematic oversimplification) and that do not typically
speak in terms of souls (but the concepts of karma and reincarnation
imply something like what is referred to in English as a soul or spirit).
Spirit beliefs are found simultaneously within religious institutions and in
folk traditions that are often in tension with religious teachings.

It is because the majority of SP experiences include the perception of
apparently incorporeal beings that I have called them spiritual experiences.
And this is the reason that the response of so many experiencers is spiritual
or religious, as I will show. Spiritual experience also refers to experiences
interpreted by the subject in a manner that points to a spirit, in the modern
western world this is most acceptable when the spirit referenced is either
God or one’s soul. The dramatic spiritual experiences that elicit strong
negative sanctions are those that involve the apparent perception of a
spirit, that is, those closest to the old, core meaning of spiritual. The result
has been the remarkably effective suppression of reporting SP and the
consequent underestimation of its prevalence.

SP and the Cultural Source Hypothesis

When I had made the connection between the Old Hag and SP,
conventional theory told me that the narratives I heard, filled with a rich
complex of threatening supernatural features, must be derived from the
ancient traditions of the cultures within which they are found. This
has been anthropology’s explanation of spiritual experiences, an expla-
nation that could apply to both pathological and normal events, an
explanation that I have called the Cultural Source Hypothesis (CSH;
Hufford, 1982). According to the CSH, potent cultural models provide the
content for spiritual experiences, rendering the experiences of members of
a single social group similar. This cultural loading would convert many
ordinary experiences, from dreams and psychosis to mirages and meteors,
into spiritual experiences where spirit beliefs were strong. The CSH
suggested that SP creates a state of consciousness within which cultural
loading and personal belief could be expected to produce images that
conform to the subject’s expectations – and even their worst fears. This
paradigm accounts for and simultaneously dismisses anomalous
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observations, using the concept of social construction. Although processes
of social construction are indubitable, the conventional use of the concept
is typically ambiguous with regard to what is being claimed – just what is
being constructed (Hacking, 1999; Perovich, 1985). This is problematic
regardless of the topic being examined, but when applied to contested
empirical claims the result is disastrous. As with rumors and ‘urban legends’
a proliferation of testimony counts against anomalous claims in the CSH
view, just as surely as widespread reports count for the reality of phenom-
ena that are part of the social consensus. This suggests that in cultures where
ghosts are believed in, they will be seen, in Salem witches invaded homes at
night, and in cloisters mystics see God as God appears in their catechisms.
As philosopher Stephen T. Katz (1978, p. 33) says of the mystic, his life is
permeated with the concepts, values and images of his culture, ‘which there
is no reason to believe he leaves behind in his experience. Rather, these
images, beliefs, symbols, and rituals define, in advance, what the experience
he wants to have, and which he then does have, will be like’.

But this explanation hinges on the assumed non-independence of wide-
spread anomalous reports, whether of witches, ghosts, gods, or anything
else. The reporters may not know one another personally, but they must
be associated within a web of cultural conventions that includes the beliefs
that their reports appear to support. Certainly in Newfoundland, the ‘Old
Hag’ was well known, so the rather common first-hand reports seemed
ready-made for the CSH.

But I immediately knew that ‘the Old Hag’ broke the conventional rules
about cultural shaping. In 1967, before ever visiting Newfoundland, I had
heard the footsteps, sensed the terrifying presence and felt it climb onto
my chest, all the while unable to move or cry out. I didn’t talk with anyone
about it. Like Jane in the first account, I had no idea that it had ever
happened to anyone else. Now I found that Newfoundlanders knew all
about ‘my experience.’ SP incorporating a threatening spiritual presence
could not reflect simple cultural loading, because I lacked the cultural
background to produce the ‘traditional’ details that I had experienced. My
experience in 1967 had felt ‘spiritual’, although I had not believed in malev-
olent spirits. As James suggested, such an experience appears to the subject
as empirical evidence for ‘The Reality of the Unseen.’ Meeting the Old Hag
in Newfoundland several years after my own encounter felt like indepen-
dent confirmation of my unwilling ‘observations.’

A Pennsylvania Medical Student’s Sleep Paralysis

After my research in Newfoundland I joined the faculty of the Penn State
College of Medicine, and I quickly found further confirmation that SP
with ‘Old Hag’ features is independent of cultural models. My first surveys
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in the US were with medical students. The following (Hufford, 1982,
pp. 58–59) is a typical example:

What woke me up was the door slamming. ‘OK,’ I thought, ‘It’s my
roommate. . . . ’ I was laying on my back just kinda looking up. And the door
slammed, and I kinda opened my eyes. I was awake. Everything was light in
the room. My roommate wasn’t there and the door was still closed. . . .

But the next thing I knew, I realized that I couldn’t move. . . . But the next
thing I knew, from one of the areas of the room this grayish, brownish
murky presence was there. And it kind of swept down over the bed and I
was terrified! . . . It was like nothing I had ever seen before. And I felt – I felt
this pressing down all over me. I couldn’t breathe. I couldn’t move. And the
whole thing was that – there was like – I could hear the stereo in the room
next to me. I was wide awake, you know. . . . And I couldn’t move and I was
helpless and I was really – I was really scared . . . . And this murky presence
– just kind of – this was evil! This was evil! You know this is weird! You must
think I’m a – . . . . This thing was there! I felt a pressure on me and it was
like enveloping me. It was a very, very, very strange thing. And as I remember
I struggled. I struggled to move and get out. And – you know, eventually, I
think eventually what happened was I kind of like moved my arm. And
again the whole thing – just kind of dissipated away. The presence, every-
thing. But everything else just remained the same. The same stereo was
playing next door. The same stuff was going on.

This young man had no idea that others had reported such experiences,
and he had no ancient tradition to draw on. But his account would be
readily identified by anyone familiar with one of those traditions. Neither
did he enter the experience ready to believe in evil spirits that could attack
people. But after the experience, although he did not want to use a term
like ‘evil spirit,’ he did have the conviction that the ‘evil, murky presence’
he had encountered was real, that ‘This thing was there!’ In SP it is not that
those who believe in supernatural evil populate the experience with their
pre-existing fears and then mistakenly interpret the fantasies as real on the
basis of prior belief. The experiences are compellingly real and they
produce belief empirically.

In more than 30 years of research I have found the relationship of SP to
culture to be an important model for the study of spiritual experience in
general, a model that challenges conventional assumptions about the role
of cultural shaping in such events. Not only can SP episodes be translated
recognizably between languages and discourse communities, they can even
be graphically represented, as in Japanese manga about kanashibari or
Fuseli’s painting The Nightmare, and readily recognized by the experi-
enced, regardless of their cultural frame. The relationship of SP and
culture is not what it at first appears. It is not that SP in different cultures
is loaded with culturally provided detail, it is rather that cultural traditions
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of supernatural assault with paralysis, found all over the world, are loaded
with knowledge of characteristics inherent in the phenomenology of SP.
In this regard, folk tradition was as far ahead of scientific research in
describing the experience of SP as the scientific literature is ahead of
tradition in describing SP physiology. This discovery turns conventional
theories of spiritual experience on their heads and reveals SP as a far more
complicated event than the sleep literature suggested in 1971.

Sleep Paralysis Forgotten

Three hundred years ago Americans knew the event that we call sleep
paralysis as being ridden by a witch or assault by a malign spirit. When it
happened they were equipped with language, meaning and traditional
remedies. They knew a great deal about the experience itself but little about
its physiology. The same was true – and remains true – of other cultures
around the world. Over the following centuries knowledge of SP under any
name was lost in American culture. Thirty years ago only a very few
American physicians and scientists knew of SP – except for the millions of
Americans who experienced it and were afraid to tell anyone. Sleep
researchers knew quite a lot about the physiology of SP but very little about
the experience itself. During the past 20 years knowledge of SP has grad-
ually re-emerged in contemporary American culture. Now knowledge of
the physiology of SP co-exists with explanations that range from the super-
natural to the extra-terrestrial.

How and why was knowledge of the SP event erased from American
culture? Many well-educated Americans who experience SP read avidly in
the sleep physiology literature, and do not doubt that SP is a REM-related,
CNS-mediated inhibition of movement. Why do many of them simul-
taneously believe that their SP experiences are real transcendent encoun-
ters with spirit beings? That is, why doesn’t physiological knowledge about
SP displace spiritual interpretations? Or, equally important, why do we
expect physiological knowledge to do so? Answering these questions places
SP in a much broader cultural context, raising profound questions about
modern society’s understanding of spiritual belief and its relationship to
scientific knowledge.

Psychopathologizing

During the twentieth century extraordinary spiritual experiences (as
opposed to ordinary experiences spiritually interpreted) were consistently
pathologized under the term hallucination. In this, psychology followed
the path set by Enlightenment skeptics such as David Hume who
saw supernatural belief as inherently not rational. In his An Enquiry
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Concerning Human Understanding (1748/1963), Hume included a section
entitled ‘On Miracles’ in which he claimed to prove that supernatural belief
can never be rationally founded because it is contradicted by natural law,
so any claim to have observed a supernatural event is more likely a lie than
the truth. (His arguments are more complex than this and have been the
subject of endless philosophical discussion.) In addition to boldly claiming
rationality for science and insisting that spiritual belief must base itself on
faith (that is, belief without evidence), Hume made the modern-sounding
claim that ‘It forms a strong presumption against all supernatural and
miraculous relations, that they are observed chiefly to abound among
ignorant and barbarous nations . . .’ (p. 413). More than a century later,
psychoanalysis led the way in psychology’s elaboration of Hume’s principle
of the non-rational nature of spiritual belief and experience. Freud’s view
of religion as neurotic defense, plus his theory of the unconscious, made
this process practically inevitable. For SP in particular, Ernest Jones’ On the
Nightmare (1931), a remarkable piece of scholarship, illustrates how
thoroughly psychoanalytic theory could assimilate an enormous range of
spiritual belief and experience to a simplistically reductive explanation. In
the process, he provided an excellent example of how such assimilation is
often accomplished by academics through the appropriation of natural
language terms. The formal language of science and scholarship has its
roots in natural language (e.g. atom, gravity, and metal each have roots in
ordinary speech), but technical usages are circumscribed by explicit rules,
and these terms are often accompanied by neologisms and mathematical
expressions unlikely to be mistaken for idiomatic speech. However, when
academics begin to inquire into matters from which scholarship has been
alienated, such as spirituality, the language landscape changes entirely.
Because the local, traditional meanings of terms are not taken seriously
there is little motivation to establish exactly what those meanings are.
Technical language appropriates natural language terms and tacitly rede-
fines them in ways that incorporate academic theories. In the process,
descriptions take on the appearance of evidence for those theories. Jones
used the word nightmare in what he took to be the older folk usage,
meaning a dream characterized by ‘. . . (1) agonizing dread; (2) sense of
oppression or weight at the chest. . .; (3) conviction of helpless paralysis’
(1931, p. 52). Jones was on the right track in recognizing an older, narrower
meaning of the word nightmare and associating that with supernatural
belief. The second syllable, mare, does not refer to female horses as folk
etymology suggests. Rather it comes from the Anglo-Saxon root merran,
‘to crush,’ which in turn refers to the common sensation of pressure, often
on the chest. Until the seventeenth century the primary referent of night-
mare actually was what we call sleep paralysis, and it was consistently
associated with supernatural assault.
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But Jones did not distinguish between ordinary bad dreams with these
features and those accompanied by apparent wakefulness, although he was
aware of both. The latter was the traditional meaning, and it is that
meaning that refers to SP as well as to the traditional belief of a real – that
is waking, lucid – spiritual experience. His usage, although partially linked
by etymology to the traditional ideas, nonetheless bundled Freud’s theory
of dreams and their meaning into the definition. As a result he could not
limit his analysis to SP, and because of that he could not see clearly the
limited range of contents that arise in those experiences specifically.
Because his definition included REM dreams with all sorts of settings, as
long as they were dreadful, oppressive and involved paralysis, it captured
diverse experiential elements that go beyond those traditionally described
in SP and obscured its remarkable subjective pattern. As a result, Jones was
able to associate ‘the nightmare’ with a great variety of what he called
‘medieval superstitions’ and hypothesize their origins in bad dreams. Many
of these beliefs clearly did not involve SP. Here, he followed Edward B.
Tylor (1871), the founder of social anthropology, who had explained the
‘primitive belief in spiritual beings’ as partly rooted in efforts to explain
sleep and dreaming. Jones asserted that it is more difficult for ‘less tutored
minds, such as those of children and savages’ (Jones, 1931) to distinguish
dreams from the experiences of waking life. This view of Jones and Tylor,
interestingly, though accompanied by relatively modern theories, is essen-
tially the view espoused by Thomas Hobbes in Leviathan: ‘From this ignor-
ance of how to distinguish dreams, and other strong fancies, from vision
and sense, did arise the greatest part of the religion of the Gentiles in time
past, that worshipped satyrs, fawns, nymphs and the like; and now-a-days
the opinion that rude people have of fairies, ghosts, and goblins, and of the
power of witches’ (Hobbes, 1651/1960, p. 12).

Jones, however, took the explanation to a higher level. This error to
which Hobbes referred was not just ignorant, it was embarrassingly sick.
Jones diagnosed the state as ‘a form of angst attack, that is essentially due
to an intense mental conflict centering around a repressed component of
the psycho-sexual instinct, essentially concerned with incest’ (p. 54). This
kind of stigmatizing interpretation is not just a technical matter appear-
ing in medical sources. It represents attitudes toward ‘visionary’ experi-
ences that have come to saturate modern western culture over the past two
centuries at least. When I ask a subject who has experienced SP why they
never told anyone about it before the answer is generally that ‘I didn’t want
people to think I was crazy!’ The same answer comes in connection with
mystical experiences, near-death experiences, the bereaved visited by the
presence of their deceased loved one, and so on. Although these classes of
spiritual experience are very different from one another, both physiologi-
cally and subjectively, a single theory sufficed quite elegantly to eradicate
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them from the modern cultural record. This assumption of pathology has
suppressed the reporting of these experiences, including SP, and when SP
has been reported it has been stripped of its grotesque details for the same
reason. This happens in ‘modern settings’ but not among those Americans
who reject the modern assumption that spiritual visions cannot be real, for
example, among Mormons (Hufford, 1982) or Jehovah’s Witnesses (Lage,
1984–85; Randle, 1984–85), and not among those in other cultures that
retain a strongly spiritual worldview, for example, many Southeast Asian
immigrant groups. This is the source of another artifact: it appears that
these experiences only occur among those who believe, and this appear-
ance supports the idea that belief and cultural loading actually produce the
experiences. This is the source, and in part the product, of modern social
theories about visionary experiences, theories and experiences that appear
locked in a circular, self-fulfilling prophecy.

For Jones this use of the old ‘dreams mistaken for reality’ explanation of
belief was in one sense a remarkable near miss, given that SP seems clearly
to be, in fact, a major source of many supernatural beliefs around the
world. But when SP is fully described, including its subjective features that
go beyond paralysis and wakefulness, the result is a picture of traditional
beliefs empirically founded and rationally elaborated. It should be obvious
that this does not establish them as true, but it does contradict the
conventional assumption that they are obviously false. This, in turn, helps
to account for the widespread spiritual interpretations of the event among
well-educated moderns, not just Hume’s savages and Hobbes’ rude people.
But when SP is submerged in the bad dream category the result is the
opposite: traditional beliefs as the peculiar property of ‘untutored children
and savages.’

The views of Jones and Tylor were typical of modern scholars explain-
ing spiritual belief on the basis of a combination of naive, non-rational
misunderstandings and psychopathology, and those explanations remain
common today. As a result, dramatic and compellingly real spiritual
experiences have been stigmatized and their discussion suppressed. The
great majority of Americans who have had terrifying SP experiences have
never told anyone about them. And when such accounts are given, they are
consistently misinterpreted.

Heresy Too

In a fascinatingly ironic turn of historical events, theology after the Middle
Ages developed in ways that subsequently cooperated with the post-
Enlightenment views of psychoanalytic and anthropological theory
concerning spiritual experience. Following the Reformation, the under-
standing of authentic religion became increasingly ‘non-cognitive’ (and, by
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implication, ‘non-rational’). That is, it moved away from a view of religion
that includes particular beliefs as accurate depictions of ‘spiritual facts,’
especially when such cognitive beliefs claim an experiential foundation, as
in healings believed to be miraculous or encounters with spirits believed
to be authentic. Theologians, notably Calvin, acknowledged cognitive
belief, as in belief that God exists, but considered it unimportant, some-
thing even the devils believe. For Calvin, proper faith was emotional, trust
– belief in God. (Calvin, 1535, quoted in Dillenberger, 1971). As to other
‘factual’ beliefs, Protestant reformers identified belief in ghosts as Catholic
superstition to be condemned as impossible, along with the Catholic idea
of supernatural sacraments. Keith Thomas (1971), in his landmark
Religion and the Decline of Magic, says that in the sixteenth century the
belief in ghosts ‘distinguished Protestant from Catholic almost as effec-
tively as belief in the Mass or the Papal Supremacy’ (p. 589). As Theo
Brown (1979, pp. 190–191) put it, in describing the post-Reformation
period in West Country England, ‘The church also had ceased officially to
believe in ghosts, and ascribed all such apparitions to the malevolent wiles
of the Devil. This did not mean that ghosts ceased to appear, but merely
that the church abdicated its authority over them.’

The spiritual world had been a complex social space including the
Blessed Mother, multiple orders of angels (good and fallen), saints, and the
beloved dead in Purgatory, ghosts, and the Trinity, as well, perhaps, as
others (fairies? elves?), and reciprocally engaged with ordinary living
humans. In this, the Christian view of the spiritual world was much like
that of other religions around the world and through history. Then, for
Protestantism, that complex social world was sharply reduced to a single
relationship, the believer and God. And for Calvinists even this relation-
ship was scarcely reciprocal. This shift is the beginning of what Max Weber
(1922/1963) called ‘the disenchantment of the world’. This process
eventually extended far beyond Calvinist theology and, Weber suggested,
laid the necessary groundwork for modern social structures. Subsequent
theologians took many different paths in this move away from the idea of
observable natural–supernatural interaction, which turns out to be simul-
taneously a move away from the spiritual experiences and beliefs of
ordinary people. A few examples will suffice. Friedrich Schleiermacher, in
his influential On Religion: Speeches to Its Cultured Despisers (1799/1958),
located authentic religion in one’s religious feeling, not observable
evidence of the supernatural occurring in the world. Later in the nine-
teenth century Søren Kierkegaard, one of the founders of religious exis-
tentialism, held that rationality in religion undermines true faith by
attempting to make ‘safe’ that which should be accepted ‘by virtue of the
absurd’ (1941, p. 47). From the latter nineteenth century onward, both the
hermeneutic approach and existentialism, operating in a variety of fields,
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can be seen continuing to advance the splitting off of authentic spiritual
belief from cognitive and observational claims and rational inference. In
history, the hermeneutic view can be seen in the ideas of Wilhelm Dilthey
(1883/1988) and Max Weber (1922/1963) and more recently Hans-Georg
Gadamer (1972).

The doctrines of religious organizations are supported by powerful
institutional interests and well-resourced rhetorical channels. This has
helped them to resist the reductive and marginalizing influence of the
skeptical view that has dominated modern academic work on religion. But
spiritual beliefs outside the mainstream of modern, western religious
teachings, such as belief in ghosts or demons that interact with living
humans in the contemporary world, not only encounter the same
disparaging intellectual pressure that religion does – but religion itself also
plays an active role against such beliefs. The very different influences of the
Protestant Reformation and Enlightenment skepticism have both opposed
these beliefs, and academic theories have consistently supported that
opposition. It is on this basis that belief in spirits has been considered
archaic. As science and public education provided rational, scientifically
based explanations of natural phenomena, supernatural explanations
would retreat. As the beliefs retreated so would the experiences – except
among the seriously mentally ill. Normal modern subjects might dream of
being attacked by an evil spirit, but on awakening they would realize that
the experience was unreal. Among moderns only the psychotic would have
such experiences while awake, or confuse a dream with a waking experi-
ence. The same could easily be said – and was – of all sorts of mystical and
spirit encounters (Hufford, 1985). As such explanations became widely
known, those with compellingly real spirit experiences faced a choice:
appear ignorant or insane, or keep quiet. The prediction of what Peter
Berger (1990) has called ‘the demise of the supernatural’ became a self-
fulfilling prophecy in the modern world.

The Late Twentieth Century Surprise

Protestant Christianity and Enlightenment skepticism, two of the most
powerful, if opposite, cultural trends in the modern world, have been
engaged for centuries in an effort to eradicate old-fashioned supernatural
belief. Anathematizing it, explaining it away, diagnosing it, and describing
its demise. It was, therefore, one of the great surprises of the past century
or so that belief in the reality of the supernatural has persisted, even among
well-educated westerners. This has both its religious and its ‘spiritual but
not (necessarily) religious’ aspects. Adherents of naturalism had expected
both theistic belief and religious affiliation to wane during the twentieth
century, specifically as a result of the advance of science, and clearly that
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has not happened. The Gallup organization and others have amassed
substantial data showing consistent high levels of religiosity and ‘super-
natural belief ’ in all segments of the American population. From the late
nineteenth century to the present, scholars have persisted in the expec-
tation that such spirit beliefs reside largely outside the modern western
world, either in the pre-Enlightenment past or in other cultures less
affected by modern science and post-Reformation Christianity – or among
marginalized moderns: unassimilated immigrant groups, the uneducated
poor, and the mentally ill. And they have been consistently wrong.

The examples of SP experience that I have given so far are anomalous
but somewhat ambiguous with regard to spiritual interpretation. For
example, when I asked about her beliefs concerning her experience Jane,
whom I quoted at the beginning of this article, said:

The main thing these experiences have pointed out to me is that every time
I think I have it all figured out, I’m in for a surprise. I don’t know what they
are, though Lawrence and I have sat around for hours talking about it.
[Lawrence, her best friend, also has frequent SP with all the details.] He says,
‘I don’t know, maybe they’re dead. Maybe they’re aliens. Maybe they’re dead
aliens.’ He’s not a lot of help sometimes. I do believe that the experiences I
have are valid, they are real, they exist . . . . I don’t know how to put it into
words, but I sometimes wonder if ‘they’ aren’t there all the time – we just
don’t see them except when on a certain level of consciousness or what have
you. I just can’t figure out the ‘threatening’ feeling I get – as I stated before:
the intense idea that ‘they’ should not discover that I am aware of their
presence. I’m baffled. (Hufford unpublished transcript)

Some have suggested that modern Americans will assume aliens, whereas
those in other cultures would find spirits. Jane’s friend Lawrence considers
both. Given more than a century of science fiction, and a generation of
Star Trek, aliens do seem an understandable option as the SP subject
attempts to explain what is happening. And the rise of alien abduction
investigators beginning in the 1980s, with many popular books and TV
shows, has clearly increased the tendency of SP experiencers to take the
option seriously. Nonetheless, the majority of SP subjects in the US lean
toward either a ‘spirit’ interpretation or some functional equivalent, for
example, by reference to beings from another ‘dimension.’ This seems to
be Jane’s inclination as she avoids direct spiritual language but considers
the possibility that she may be invisibly surrounded by these entities all the
time. Direct spiritual and even frankly religious interpretations are
common. The following is an example, described to me in 1991:

I went through this horrifying experience many years ago . . . . My husband
worked the midnight shift . . . . It was very early in the morning, maybe 4
a.m. I was sleeping on my stomach, with my right cheek on the pillow. I
woke up to this feeling of an INCREDIBLY strong pair of hands around my
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throat, a feeling of weight in the ‘small’ of my back pushing me down into
the mattress. I never turned my head, I couldn’t if I wanted to, I couldn’t
move ANY part of my body, but in my mind, I KNEW there was a ‘big black
blob’ on my husband’s side of the bed (to my right) doing this to me, and I
had NO doubt it wanted me dead. Oddly enough, I kept a level head, I didn’t
get panicky. I decided I had to ‘trick’ this thing into thinking I was dead. I
forced my body to ‘go limp’ and I held my breath, in case it ‘looked to see if
I was breathing.’ Almost immediately, the weight was off me and the hands
were gone, and I swear, I felt the mattress ‘give’; like I had, indeed, been
pushed VERY far down into it. I remember the weight on my back being so
heavy, that it felt like my head was being forced back to such a point that
my neck was going to ‘snap’ and the ‘fingers’ were in the ‘Adam’s apple’ area.
Again, in my head, I ‘saw’ this black thing ‘vaporize’ out my CLOSED
bedroom window. It was weird, I never SAW it with my eyes, but I KNOW
what it looked like and what it did. After it left, I wanted to check on my
son, but I still couldn’t move. It seemed like an eternity, but it was probably
only a few seconds, and all of a sudden, I could move. It wasn’t like when a
limb ‘falls asleep,’ that the feeling came back gradually, it was almost like I
had a ‘switch’ that had been ‘off ’ and someone turned it to ‘on.’ I checked
my son. He was fine. I went back to bed, lights on.

As I said, EVERYONE acted like I was a nut case when I told them about
it. For weeks I slept with a light on, even when my husband was home on
weekends . . . I even went to the doctor because I physically felt a ‘lump’ in
my throat, like this black thing had done real physical damage. The doctor
put it down to ‘hystericus globus,’ and I could hardly blame him. I WAS
hysterical. I consider myself Catholic. I do not go to church, but I do believe
in God, and I am a good person. But this experience haunts me. I can’t help
but feel this ‘thing’ was sent from Hell, and it has left its mark on me. I keep
wondering what I did that qualified me for a visit from something I KNOW
was insidiously evil; the ‘feelings’ I got during my experience told me in no
uncertain terms that I was in the presence of extreme evil . . . . when I heard
about the Smyrls [haunted house in Pittston, PA], I thought ‘they’re full of
it. It’s a hoax.’ But when the book about them came out [The Haunted] I
read it, and almost collapsed when I read of a ‘black thing’ that tried to choke
her while she slept in a living room chair. I had no more doubts, they WERE
haunted, I was sure of it.

I don’t understand why this happened to me . . . . I can’t shake the feeling
that I’ve been ‘marked’ by evil, and that on Judgment Day, God’s gonna be
walking among the crowd picking out who will go to Heaven, and I’ll be
standing there with a brilliant green neon throat & He’ll look at me & say
‘No way, José’!. (Hufford, unpublished transcript)

For this woman the attack was not only somehow spiritual in nature, it had
serious religious implications. Knowing that the event was sleep paralysis
was interesting to her but did not change her interpretation. However, I
was able to change that meaning by assuring her that I had talked to many
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good people who had had similar experiences and that some are even
recounted in the lives of saints. As with the feeling of a lump in her throat
that she presented to her primary care doctor, the mingling of physical and
non-physical features of her experience did not seem inconsistent to her.
The significances co-existed. The effect of her experience on her reaction
to the Smyrls’ claim to have been haunted is well worth noting, also. She
was not inclined to believe in that haunting until she encountered details
that she considered to refer to the same kind of event that had happened
to her. The impact of this kind of discovery is especially powerful in
modern American society, because the absence of SP from the general
cultural record makes ‘corroborating testimony’ dramatically independent
and therefore strong.

I received a similar example by mail in 1996 from a woman in Louisiana
who had read The Terror:

I read your book entitled The Terror That Comes in the Night. This is also to
say that I was surprised that this type of problem had also happened to others
besides myself. I thought I was the only person that had a strange encounter,
but I guess it is real and also happens to other un-suspecting persons.

In the book there is a discussion of these experiences as SP along with the
physiology of the state, but that did not affect her interpretation.
The discovery that many others had similar experiences confirmed for her
the reality of the event – not that she had entertained doubts previously,
as the rest of her letter makes clear:

This particular time I was asleep on my back and something glides into the
room – I was petrified, scared, I was numb and . . . I could not move – my
body, I looked straight as it came over me . . . . It was about 10 to 2:00 a.m.
. . . I watched it leave and as it went around the corner of the bedroom it
looked like a rectangle (square of fog-white) and moved slowly out the
room. I lay there a few minutes and then I felt released . . . . I can only tell
you that I hope it don’t ever happen again. Since that episode I now have to
sleep with the hall light on and a small lamp in the front room. I also have
a blessed candle that stays lit for 7-days at a time. I dread going to sleep in
my bed alone, at night, as I can only cat-nap I sleep with one eye open and
one eye closed, and have not had a restful sleep since then. I feel very uneasy
in my bed alone at night. I had a picture of the Last Supper blessed and it
hangs on the wall by my bed.

I would like to know what came to me that night and why, what did it do.
I asked my priest what it could have been – he said he knew of another
person who had a similar visit. He said that woman had a visit by the devil
and it raped her . . . . I don’t know if it did that to me or not – I can’t
remember. All I remember is that I was scared to death. (Hufford, unpub-
lished transcript)
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Again, the spiritual association and the comparison with the experiences
of others, both cases from the book and the account told her by her priest,
are perceived as confirmatory in an understandable but very disturbing
way. One more example will suffice. This comes from a moderated Internet
list-serve dedicated to SP, ‘ASP-L,’ which stands for ‘Aware Sleep Paralysis
List.’ The Internet has been a major factor in allowing SP to begin to
become known in modern society and for subjects of SP to discover one
another. Its anonymity is a powerful factor in the Internet’s role. On March
1, 2004 I ran a Google search on ‘sleep paralysis’ and got more than 25,000
hits. The sixth item in the list of hits was ASP-L. Most of the people who
subscribe to ASP-L have experienced SP, many of them frequently. They
exchange accounts, share advice and interpretations, and they disseminate
information about SP research including current neurophysiological
findings from research universities, such as the sleep research programs at
Stanford and in Canada at Waterloo University. The list was launched by
Trionica Research Institute, which has the following (see Figure 1) on its
home page [http://www.trionica.com].

This website has links to a variety of conventional research institutions,
and the membership is generally very aware of current scientific knowl-
edge about SP. Yet while not all subscribers share the paranormal/spiritual
view of SP stated on the home page, a great many do. There is a distinct
subset of explicitly Christian spiritual views of SP plus a range of other
religious and spiritual interpretations regularly advanced. This website
provides a remarkable opportunity to observe the two points I have been
arguing regarding SP in the mainstream of modern America: (i) current
scientific knowledge about SP, and the acceptance of that knowledge, does
not impede spiritual interpretations; and (ii) the discovery of a large
number of other experiencers, with complex and similar subjective experi-
ences, tends to be perceived as confirmation of the reality – that is, the non-
imaginary nature – of SP. Although some on the list persistently argue for
a reductive explanation, the strong tendency toward transcendent
interpretation continues.

This website raises another very important aspect of SP as spiritual
experience, and that is the connection to out-of-body experiences (OBEs).
Unfortunately, time will not permit more than a few comments on this
topic. The last case that I presented in The Terror . . . ended in an OBE. In
my subsequent research I have found that OBEs are relatively common in
prolonged aware sleep paralysis (ASP) experiences, and that many indi-
viduals have suggested techniques for using the ASP experience as a ‘gate’
for those who can overcome the terror. This is reminiscent of some
shamanic techniques noted in the anthropological record and other spirit-
related ideas associated with SP in other cultures (see Law & Kirmayer,
2005). When one adds the experience of leaving one’s body to the
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Are You An Experiencer? 

Have you ever found yourself lying fully conscious or in a dream like state, 

unable to move or cry out, but able to see and hear … or somehow sense the 

presence of unknown beings? 

This is Awareness during Sleep Paralysis. 

While some experiences can be pleasant, many experiences of Awareness 

during Sleep Paralysis are terrifying beyond belief. 

Some ASP experiencers fear they are suffocating, or maybe dying, due to the 

pressure of a crushing weight on them, usually in the chest region. 

Those who sense the presence of bedroom ‘visitors’ may fear that their 

paralysis is a prelude to sexual assault or abduction by these intruders. 

Despite these fears, some individuals cultivate Awareness during Sleep 

Paralysis. Why? 

It can bring the presence of mind to effectively resist abduction by alien 

beings. 

It is a gateway to Out of Body Experiences and Lucid Dreams. 

Beyond the Fear, There is a Gate.

Figure 1 Home page for Trionica Research Institute.
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terrifying and paralyzing assault by a ghastly presence, the connection
between the SPs of modern Americans and those reported from other
cultures becomes even more obvious. The OBE connection is another
direct link to spiritual interpretation. In the OBE state the subject may or
may not see a spirit, but they seem to have the experience of being a spirit.

Returning to the basic issue of whether basic SP is a dream or an
anomalous ‘real’ experience, the ASP-L is a source of very rich discussion.
For example, in the summer of 2003 a new member posted the following,
getting right to the boundary issue I noted earlier:

Hi everyone; I’m new to the list. I’ve had sleep-related phenomena most of
my life (in various forms).

I have a question for all of you out there . . .
‘Do you feel that ASP is a dream?’ Or ‘Do you feel the experience is

actually taking place in some reality, either this reality and other(s) slipping
in and out of it?’ Like other planes of existence where these bizarre creatures
and happening exist. In other words is it all in the mind or isn’t it?

Thanks to those who respond, it’s appreciated. I’m doing a sort of study
just for myself.

Responses to this question ran the gamut from reductive to spiritual,
reflecting the general nature of the postings, but with a majority opting for
something beyond dreams. The following is a religious example:

I think that [those who have sleep paralysis] should try and seek the root of
the cause for this phenomenon. I do not believe that sleep paralysis is a
judgment. Quite the opposite, I believe my sleep paralysis episodes are an
awakening. I wish I could make the episodes go away and I often pray that
they do. I think sleep paralysis has opened my eyes to a spiritual world and
because of that, I have looked to the Bible on how to put on the full armor
of God to prepare yourself against such things. Although I wish sleep paraly-
sis would go away, it has ironically strengthened my relationship with God.

It is not just that scientific knowledge does not obliterate spiritual/anomal-
ous interpretations of SP. Often the scientific information is incorporated
into the interpretation.

I received an illustration of this shortly after I published The Terror, in
1982. A lawyer in New Mexico wrote to me to say that he had experienced
SP events since his youth. He agreed that these must be REM-related
phenomena, as explained in the book. But he went on to say that it seemed
to him that ‘those things’ could only get at him when he was in REM! I
have heard this inference from many SP experiencers, and it is common
on the SP website quoted.
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Experiential Theory

What accounts for the persistence of spirit beliefs in modern society
despite the cultural and social forces arrayed against them? I have proposed
that it is the prevalence of transcendent, spiritual experiences, experiences
that occur independently of cultural endorsement, and that has caused
spirit beliefs in their ubiquitous, ancient form to retain their currency
(Hufford, 1995b). That is, the cultural source hypothesis is quite wrong for
a substantial set of basic spiritual experiences. And furthermore, accurate
information about the prevalence and distribution of these experiences
contradicts the views of those like Jones (1931) that these are obvious
symptoms of psychopathology. The most influential of such experiences
are those that show complex and consistent subjective patterns indepen-
dently of cultural context. I call these core spirit experiences (Hufford,
1995b) and several groups of such experience can currently be identified,
exhibiting the following features: (i) they refer intuitively to spirits without
inference or retrospective interpretation; (ii) they form a distinct class of
experience with a stable perceptual pattern; (iii) they occur independently
of a subject’s prior beliefs, knowledge or intention (psychological set); and
(iv) they are normal (i.e. not products of obvious psychopathology)
(Table 1).

Sleep paralysis is one of the most important of these experiences and it
has several remarkably useful features for research into the processes by
which experience gives rise to spirit belief. The cross-cultural data that I
published in The Terror (1982) was sufficient to establish these character-
istics for SP, documenting their recognizable presence in populations with
no salient SP tradition and among subjects not otherwise inclined by
tradition to believe in the possibility of supernatural assault, as well as in
populations with differing traditional beliefs about SP (witchcraft, alien
abduction, ghosts, etc.). Since publication of The Terror a great deal of
additional supporting data has become available. This is one of the great
advantages of SP for pursuing the role of culture in spiritual experience –
the availability of naive populations. For most widespread spiritual beliefs
there are essentially no naive groups; for example, the idea of deceased
relatives returning for a visit is known in all cultures I am familiar with,
including modern society even though it is not universally endorsed. The
cultural pattern of an experience, as the content of dreams, can obviously
be influential regardless of actual belief. Therefore, presence or absence of
belief in the reality of a kind of experience is a less powerful variable than
knowledge or ignorance of it. For SP, much of the modern world has not
even been aware of the event during the past century.

Independence from cultural traditions is the most striking aspect of my
experiential theory. That is because of the widespread assumption that
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TABLE 1
Characteristics of reports of sleep paralysis in a random telephone survey

(N = 254)a

n %

Positive responses 42 17
‘Paralysis’ 29 11.4
‘Afraid to move’b 13 5

Secondary features
Position

supine 32 76
unsure 6 14
side 1 2
side/back 3 7

believed threatening ‘something’ 36 86
was in room with them

‘sensed a presence’c 25 60
saw and heard something 9 21
saw, did not hear 8 20
heard, did not see 5 12
felt sensation of pressure 20 48
tingling 17 40

Manner of termination
succeeded in moving or ended spontaneously 36 86
prayed 5 12
can ‘float out of it’ 1 2

Frequency
once 15 36
twice 6 14
several 14 33
12 or > 5 12
unsure 2 5

Whom told
no one 24 57
spouse only 6 14
parents 3 7
family 2 5
spouse and priest 1 2
Christian friends 1 2
friends 1 2
spouse and doctor (vague ‘presence’) 1 2
doctor (no ‘presence’) 1 2

From: Hufford, D. (1995a). Awakening paralyzed in the presence of a ‘strange visitor.’ In A. Pritchard
et al. (Eds.), Alien discussions: Proceedings of the abduction study conference (pp. 348–353). Cambridge,
MA: MIT.
a Two samples are amalgamated, 1985 (N = 121) and 1988 (N = 133).
b Those who perceive their experiences as ‘afraid to move’ are objectively indistinguishable from those

who perceive themselves paralyzed.
c This overlaps with categories ii–iv in the text.
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only a person who already believed in spirits capable of interacting with
living humans would credit such an experience. In the mid-1980s I carried
out a random telephone survey of households in a central Pennsylvania
town where no SP traditions are found in the general population. The
study involved surveys in 1985 (N = 121) and 1988 (N = 133) for a total
sample of 254 households. We found that 11.4% (29/254) had experienced
‘paralysis’ and 5.1% (13/254) had an episode of being afraid to move; for
an estimated prevalence of basic SP of 17% (42/254). Table 1 summarizes
the characteristics of SP among the respondents. Of the people reporting
SP experiences, none knew what it was or had heard of it happening to
others; 86% were convinced that a threatening presence was in the room
with them, a presence they either sensed, saw or heard. Of note, those who
reported feeling no sense of pressure were more likely to report sensing a
presence (5/6 vs. 14/36, χ2 = 4.1, df = 1, p < .05). This is not consistent
with an alternative theory that would suggest that the sense of presence
derives from the feeling of physical pressure (or vice versa).

Ignorance of Sleep Paralysis Continues to Cause Confusion
and Misdiagnosis

Continuing ignorance of the prevalence and distribution of this robust
subjective pattern of SP, combined with prevalence of the CSH noted
earlier, results in both misdiagnosis and theories of social and cultural
‘construction’ that are empirically unfounded and that serve to perpetuate
the misunderstanding. There are many examples. Here, I offer two that
come from Sacred Realms: Essays in Religion, Belief and Society, a book
published by Oxford University Press in 2004, and offered as ‘a compre-
hensive introduction to the anthropology of religion that presents . . . 55
classic and current essays by leading specialists’ (back cover). The publi-
cation of this textbook, with such classic oversights and misunderstand-
ings of SP, by a highly respected publisher, suggests just how entrenched
the modern misconstruction of this phenomenon is.

Section eleven, ‘Bewitching’ contains three reprinted articles. In two of
these, SP is a central feature. But SP is not recognized in either article, or
in the introductory headnotes. In fact, in both essays and headnotes the
phenomena of SP, mixed unwittingly with other material, is incorrectly
diagnosed. The introduction to the section states that the cases discussed
‘can be seen as manifestations of psychiatric problems such as depression,
acute anxiety, and schizophrenia’ (p. 333).

The first article is Ronald Johnson’s ‘Parallels Between Recollections of
Repressed Childhood Sex Abuse, Kidnappings by Space Aliens, and the
1692 Salem Witch Hunts’ (pp. 335–430). It is readily evident that there are
important parallels among these three categories, and I would not claim
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that all of those parallels can be accounted for purely in terms of SP, but
many of them can. I gave examples of SP in the Salem witchcraft trials,
taken from Cotton Mather’s accounts, in The Terror (Hufford, 1982,
pp. 220–221), including the following: ‘Richard Coman testified That . . .
as he lay awake in his bed . . . he was annoyed with the Apparition . . . so
that he could neither stir himself, nor wake anyone else . . . . ’; and Mather
also says that some of Coman’s relatives were ‘struck speechless, and unable
to move hand or foot.’ The connection to ‘alien abduction’ is even more
stark. When I wrote The Terror, alien abduction was not yet widely
discussed, but there were precursors in the UFO literature. For example,
from Strange Creatures from Space and Time published by popular ‘strange-
but-true’ author John Keel, I cited (Hufford, 1982, pp. 235–236), a chapter
called ‘Bedroom Invaders’.

In the past three years we have published two popular magazine articles on
these bedroom invaders and we were amazed by the amount of mail those
pieces drew. Many readers wrote to tell us, sometimes in absorbing detail,
of their own experiences with this uncanny phenomenon. In most cases
these experiences were not repetitive. They happened only once and were
not accompanied by any other manifestations. In several cases the witnesses
experienced total paralysis of the body. The witness awoke but was unable
to move a muscle while the apparition was present. (Keel, 1970a, p. 189)

Keel noted that people reporting this apparition-with-paralysis often
noted that they had also had UFO encounters. Keel noted in another book,
Why UFOs (1970b), that during his UFO investigations ‘More than once I
woke up in the middle of the night to find myself unable to move, with a
huge dark apparition standing over me’ (p. 255). Keel subsequently read
The Terror and corresponded with me about SP. He accepted the SP
connection, but for him as for many others, this connection did not rule
out an objective element.

The interest in alien abduction grew through the 1980s, and in 1992 I
was invited to a privately funded conference on the subject, held at MIT.
The proceedings of this conference were published as Alien Discussions:
Proceedings of the Abduction Study Conference, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (Pritchard, Pritchard, Mack, Kasey, & Yapp, 1995), and a
description of the conference can be found in journalist C. D. B. Bryan’s
Close Encounters of the Fourth Kind: Alien Abductions, UFOs, and the
Conference at MIT (1995). I accepted the invitation because I had received
several letters from people who believed that they had been abducted,
who had read The Terror, and who saw the connection to their initial
abduction-related memories. As with sexual abuse, alien abduction
memories often, although not always, need to be ‘recovered.’ In both cases
an initial conscious memory of SP is often interpreted as a ‘screen
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memory’ hiding the ‘real memory.’ If a subject or an investigator does not
know SP, and of course the vast majority do not, a process of memory
recovery is likely to follow with results that may differ vividly from the
basics of SP. But these accounts share some striking consistencies because
they are shaped by the SP pattern that served as their starting point. I
hasten to add that this observation does not in itself challenge the reality
of either sexual abuse or even alien abduction. I have no doubt that the
former occurs and no basis for a strong opinion about the latter. But it
does challenge the use of clearly recognizable memories of SP as in them-
selves either suggestive of abuse or abduction, or as a useful starting point
for memory recovery.

At the MIT conference a booklet entitled Unusual Personal Experiences:
An Analysis of the Data from Three National Surveys (Hopkins, Jacobs, &
Westrum, 1992) was released. The booklet described surveys conducted by
the Roper Organization, privately funded and published by the sponsor of
the conference. The purpose of the book was to assess the prevalence of
abduction. Clearly it failed in that effort because of misunderstandings
about SP, although the large, scientifically sound survey itself yielded some
extraordinarily interesting and useful data. Among other things, it vali-
dated my own findings in the Hummelstown survey in a way that I could
never have afforded.

The Roper Poll, with a sample of 5947 subjects (carried out as part of
Roper’s LimobusTM service, space sold on Roper’s regularly scheduled
omnibus national survey), used the following question stem: ‘Waking up
paralyzed with a sense of a strange person or presence or something else
in the room.’ The survey obtained an overall positive response rate of 18%
with a sampling error margin of ± 1.4% margin of sampling error (p. 21).
Eliminating those who felt no presence, the positives in my survey drop to
14.2%. But the combined margins of error, plus the depressing effect of
my phone method compared with Roper’s in-house survey method,
render these results virtually identical. This interpretation is supported by
my earlier documentation of the effect of reassurance in increasing the
positive response rate.

The authors of the Roper Poll analysis state that their inclusion of the
‘presence’ ‘forcefully narrows the scope of the question’ (p. 56). This was
intended to distinguish this experience from SP, and the distinction is
based on the limited and impoverished description of SP that is most often
encountered in the sleep literature. This limited description consistently
supports such mistaken distinctions between ‘just sleep paralysis’ and
novel categories.

The Roper Poll also included questions intended to assess the prevalence
of out-of-body experiences (OBE) and distinguish those from ‘feeling that
you were actually flying through the air’ (taken to be actual physical
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abduction). For a variety of reasons, particularly failure to consider the
phenomenological complexity of the distinction, this effort could not
succeed in a survey of this kind. However, this points to another reason
that SP has so frequently been associated with ‘alien abduction,’ once the
latter category had been constructed. SP occasionally turns into an OBE,
especially if the SP persists for more than a minute or two. I gave one such
example in The Terror (Hufford, 1982, pp. 238–242). On the ASP-L website
noted earlier the use of SP to produce OBEs is a common topic of conver-
sation. And the Trionica home page quoted earlier states that SP ‘is a
gateway to Out of Body Experiences and Lucid Dreams.’ But OBE percep-
tions have been virtually absent for the SP literature. So their presence
comes to be interpreted as indicating a different experience category.

At the MIT conference many abduction investigators resisted my
connection of SP to the experiences that they attributed to alien abduc-
tion. They seemed to think that I was debunking their field. Subsequently,
some debunkers, notably Carl Sagan (Demon Haunted World, 1996) did
use my work in that way, but the debunkers did not get the issue right any
more than the UFO investigators did. SP would only offer a simple, reduc-
tive explanation if SP’s contents were derived by cultural loading – if, as
Katz said of mystics, the subjects experience what they expect to experi-
ence. This is crucial for several reasons. I have already noted some of the
theoretical importance of the falsification of the CSH as an explanation for
SP. Perhaps even more important is the fact that many SP subjects have
good reason to believe that an expectation-rooted explanation of their
experience is obviously false – if they have never heard of such an experi-
ence, but they subsequently learn that theirs mirrors that of others whom
they have never met, it cannot be produced by expectation. Rather than
reassure, an obviously false reductive explanation pushes the subject
toward more radical and more distressing conclusions. I have met a
number of people who had diagnosed themselves as having experienced
either abduction or sexual abuse, although they had no memory of such
events, on the basis of SP episodes. Their conclusion followed simply from
awareness of abuse or the abduction literature and the – quite reasonable
– conviction that simplistic SP debunking explanations did not fit their
case. Investigators and debunkers together set up a false dichotomy that
can have tragic consequences for the troubled subject. Recognition that SP
is itself a complex and somewhat mysterious event avoids this unfortunate
forced choice.

SP is very salient within the alien abduction discourse. It is both a
central piece of evidence and a bone of contention. Johnson, in Sacred
Realms (2004), cited only two sources for his analysis of alien abduction,
an article by John Mack and Whitley Streiber’s Communion (1987).
Streiber’s account has many episodes that are indistinguishable from SP.
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Johnson based much of his analysis of ‘repressed childhood sex abuse’
on Lawrence Wright’s detailed investigative report in The New Yorker
(1993a, 1993b), ‘Remembering Satan.’ One of the memories recounted
from this case is of Paul Ingram’s son who, Johnson says, ‘eventually
recalled being plagued by a witch, being bound and gagged, and being
forced to commit fellatio’ (p. 336). Actually Chad’s memory is of a repeated
experience in which:

A witch would come in my window. . . . I would wake up, but I couldn’t
move. It was like the blankets were tucked under and I couldn’t move my
arms

‘You were being restrained’ Peterson asked?
Right, and there was somebody on top of me.

Chad then recalled that . . . he would find himself on the floor, and a fat
witch with long black hair and a black robe would be sitting on top of him.

The binding, gagging and fellatio were inferences that the interrogators
drew from what appears to be a recollection of fairly typical SP episodes.
It is not surprising that, if one accepts the idea of screen memories, typical
SP episodes will sound like screen memories of childhood sexual abuse.

Johnson’s analysis of the development of the ‘Satanic abuse,’ ‘alien
abduction’ and Salem witchcraft discourses is conventional and reason-
able, emphasizing the role of ‘therapists’ (or Salem clergy and legal officers,
and UFO investigators) whose leading inquiry constructs an account that
is ultimately fantastic. But his account is also seriously incomplete in ways
that reduce its effectiveness. Whatever other experiences and events may
be involved in the subjects’ lives (including, for example, the possibility of
real sexual abuse), it is clear that SP experiences, unidentified because
unknown to all parties involved including Johnson, play a role as a kind of
ambiguous but challenging empirical evidence. The robust subjective
pattern of SP certainly accounts for some aspects of the similarities among
the accounts that emerge from these discourses. Furthermore, ‘believers’
who have experience with SP episodes are likely to find the conventional
explanations neither convincing nor, therefore, comforting.

The second essay in Sacred Realms is Tobin and Friedman’s ‘Spirits,
Shamans, and Nightmare Death: Survivor Stress in a Hmong Refugee’
(2004, pp. 341–347), originally published in 1983 shortly after Sudden
Unexplained Nocturnal Death Syndrome (SUNDS) became known as a
public health issue among Southeast Asian refugees in the United States.
Their central case was ‘The Case of Vang Xiong’ (p. 342). They recount this
young Hmong man’s case culminating in his report to his settlement
worker of episodes that are clearly SP (p. 342). As he lay in bed, a tall,
white-skinned spirit came into his bedroom from the kitchen and lay on
top of him. Her weight made it increasingly difficult for him to breathe,
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and as he became frantic and tried to call out he could manage but a
whisper. He attempted to turn to his side, but found he was pinned down.

Tobin and Friedman go on to recount how a shaman explained Vang’s
episodes as spiritual attacks, treated with Hmong rituals, which effectively
put an end to his difficulties. As others unfamiliar with SP have done,
Tobin and Friedman consider both the symptoms and the shaman’s alleged
knowledge of such events to be both fanciful and culture bound. ‘Being
unlike the Hmong in not believing in spirits, but like them in our need to
explain’ Tobin and Friedman proceed to explain Vang’s problems as ‘a
result of emotional stress,’ and translate the shaman’s reference to ‘spirits’
into their belief in ‘unconscious processes.’ (2004, p. 343). Also like a
number of other authors unfamiliar with SP (e.g. Lemoine & Mougne,
1983) Tobin and Friedman interpreted Vang’s experience as a kind of
culture-bound post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) event related to
survivor guilt and the terrible stresses of the Hmong refugee experiences
as they fled their homeland, and offer this as an explanation of SUNDS.
They say that ‘there is much to suggest that Vang may be a survivor of
“Hmong sudden death syndrome”’ (p. 345).

Many refugees do suffer from PTSD, and the Hmong have experienced
particularly horrible stresses. These stresses may relate to elevated inci-
dence of SP in the population (see Hinton, Pich, Chhean, & Pollack, 2005).
If so this may be either through a direct mechanism or it may be second-
ary to the role of PTSD in disrupting sleep and the manner in which REM
rebound (following REM deprivation) increases the likelihood of SP
(Hufford, 1982). But the actual distribution of SP, and the fact that feelings
of suffocation and strangulation are common in SP, make SP a poor candi-
date as an explanation of SUNDS. Interestingly, the same error was made
in Hawaii in the 1950s when medical examiners became aware of ‘night-
mare death,’ what is now called SUNDS, among Filipino migrants working
in Hawaii. SUNDS and apparently related phenomena are found among
men throughout parts of Southeast Asia and the Pacific. SP is found in
men and women throughout the world.

The confusion arising from modern western ignorance of SP, partly a
result of efforts to dismiss the idea of direct spiritual experiences through
a combination of anthropological and psychological theories, has affected
both psychiatry and anthropology. As the examples just noted suggest,
anthropological theories of spiritual belief may be as badly harmed by this
confusion as is psychiatric diagnosis. One might argue that the easy avail-
ability of crude notions of schizophrenia (once a staple of anthropological
explanations of shamanism) and other mental illnesses allowed anthro-
pologists to consistently ignore crucial issues of spiritual belief through-
out the past century. At the same time, the resulting anthropological
theories allowed psychological interpretations to develop an impression of
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cultural loading and the concept of ‘culture boundedness’ with very little
empirical support. What allowed both disciplines to do this with little elab-
oration and less evidence was the modern assumption, unargued and
unchallenged, that such experiences must be produced by prior belief.

Conclusion: Folk Belief and Scientific Knowledge
Coexist with Sleep Paralysis

Perhaps the most striking aspect of belief in the objective reality of the SP
experience among Americans is the persistence of this belief after the
subject becomes aware of the neurophysiological basis of SP, as illustrated
earlier. The common assumption that scientific knowledge displaces spirit
belief would predict that scientific knowledge of SP will reduce the modern
subject’s interpretation to a materialistic view. The reason that it does not
consistently do so is that there is nothing specific within our scientific
knowledge of SP that contradicts spirit interpretations. That is, there is
nothing in knowing that neurophysiological mechanisms are involved in
the state that makes it impossible to imagine that the state produced by the
mechanisms allows some kind of human/spirit perception and interaction.
Many modern spirit beliefs involve ‘altered states of consciousness,’ and
those states do not lose their spiritual significance when their physiological
characteristics are explained.

This should not be surprising. Cultures all over the world have believed
that spirit experiences are facilitated by what we call altered states of
consciousness, and many have extensive traditional knowledge of physio-
logical concomitants of such states, ranging from botanical hallucinogens
to drum-induced trances. There is nothing inconsistent in this. The
modern explanation that the contents of such experiences are internally
generated fantasies comes up short in the face of the consistency of inde-
pendent experiences. Until there is a well-supported materialistic expla-
nation for the perceptions and their independent recurrence, parsimony
cannot be invoked because science will not yet have offered an alternative
explanation that accounts for the observations. At present I have seen very
little effort to explain these patterns reductively in the absence of cultural
loading.

SP provides us with an extraordinary opportunity to systematically
study the roles of culture and physiology in a profound spiritual experi-
ence. In so doing we need to deeply question two centuries of assumptions
about the non-empirical and non-rational nature of spirit belief. The great
surprise of the persistence of spirit belief in the modern world becomes
readily understandable once we know that spirit experiences persist. That
persistence was only surprising because of the widespread but mistaken
belief that such experiences require a cultural model and that they only
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seem real to those who already believe. SP provides an example of empiri-
cal and rational grounds producing similar spirit beliefs repeatedly in
different cultural settings. When we place SP in the context of other simi-
larly independent spirit experiences we should be moved to reconsider
most of our existing theories about spirit belief. Until we are prepared to
do this with an open mind and minimal assumptions, modern theories of
spirit belief will continue to be inconsistent with the empirical data.
Even worse, they will continue to isolate those who have such experiences,
to discredit science in their eyes, and to produce incorrect diagnoses
ranging from epilepsy to schizophrenia on the basis of common, normal
but essentially unknown experiences.
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